CHAPTER FOURTEEN

DID THE SEPTUAGINT TRANSLATORS ALWAYS UNDERSTAND
THEIR HEBREW TEXT?
The (correct) understanding of the biblical text is an abstract concept. We
do not understand all words in MT, and therefore modern translations
often suggest alternative renderings of individual words, add question
marks, or note that the translation is conjectural (see, e.g., the notes in
NJPST). Furthermore, ancient translators should not be judged according
to our standards, but must be viewed within the framework of their own
world. Turning, then, to the question posed in the title of this study, we
are not focusing on renderings which are mistranslations according to
our standards, but on renderings which show the translators’ ignorance
of words through an analysis of the inner dynamics of the translation.
That lack of knowledge may be reflected in various types of renderings,
especially in conjectural translations.
Conjectural translations must be understood within the framework of
the translation process, in particular with relation to the choice of
equivalents. The whole process of translating in antiquity is often
conjectural, for, to the best of our knowledge, translators had no lexica or
word-lists at their disposal. They therefore had to turn to other sources of
information: the translators’ direct and living knowledge of Hebrew and
Aramaic (including their etymological understanding of these languages;
see TCU, 172–180); exegetical traditions; the context; and for the later
translators, the translation of the Pentateuch (see Tov, “Pentateuch”*).
The present study focuses on conjectural renderings. The recognition
of such a rendering is not certain, because it is always possible that it
reflects an exegetical tradition or a Hebrew variant. If these caveats are
taken into consideration, several types of conjectural renderings may be
recognized:1
1. Untranslated words
1 According to some scholars, translators sometimes simply omitted difficult words

when they did not know how to render them: Ziegler, Untersuchungen, 52–53; Allen,
Chronicles 1, 61–62.
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2. Contextual guesses
3. Contextual manipulation
4. Reliance on parallelism
5. Employment of general words
6. Etymological renderings
1. Untranslated words
One group of renderings demonstrates beyond doubt that at least some
words in the Hebrew Bible were unknown to the translators. These are
words which were left untranslated because the translators did not know
their meaning. Most of these words are objectively difficult, because they
are hapax legomena in the Bible or in the book under consideration.
Probably the translators hoped to return to the transliterated Hebrew
words and to replace them with Greek translations, or else they expected
others to do this (see Tov, “Transliterations”*). Within the realm of the
biblical translations, these transliterations are found especially in the
‘LXX’ of 2 Kings and in the sections and fragments attributed to kaigeTh.2
Examples of individual words which were left untranslated because
they were unknown to the translators are listed in Tov, “Transliterations,”* and some are repeated here in their respective contexts:
Judg 5:7
LXXA
Judg 5:16
LXXA
Judg 8:7

larçyb ˆw zrp wldj
ejxevl ipen frazwn ejn tw`/ jIsrahvl

µytpçmh ˆyb tbçy hml

i{na tiv moi kavqhsai ajna; mevs on tw`n mosfaqaim
µynqrbh taw (rbdmh yxwq ta µkrçb ta ytçdw)
kai; ejn tai`ı barkonnim
Judg 8:16
µynqrbh taw (rbdmh yxwq taw ry[h ynqz ta jqyw)
kai; tai`ı barakhnim
1 Kgs 5:25(11) wtybl tlkm (µyfj rk πla µyrç[)
kai; macir tw`/ oi[k w/ aujtou`
2 Kgs 8:15 rbkmh jqyw
kai; e[l aben to; macma
1 Chr 21:20 µyabjtm wm[ wynb t[braw
kai; tevs sareı uiJoi; aujtou` met j aujtou` meqacabin
As a rule, unknown words were transliterated in their exact Hebrew
form, including prefixes and suffixes, e.g.,
2 The anonymous reviser who produced these two translation units preferred to leave
some difficult words untranslated rather than to indulge in translation guesses.
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wyryba twrhd twrhdm
amadarwq dunatw`n aujtou`

bybs bybs hbg tybl ytyarw
kai; to; qrael tou` oi[k ou u{yoı kuvklw/

Ezra 8:27

bhz yrpkw

1 Chr 28:11

kai; kafourh crusoi`
wykzngw (wytb taw...ˆtyw)
kai; tw`n zakcw aujtou` (cf. v. 20 LXX)

All these transliterations reflect Hebrew words which are either hapax
legomena (in the Bible or a given book) or were understandably
problematic for the translators.
In Tov, “Transliterations,”* 77 words are listed which were left
untranslated in the LXX (once or more). A further 32 common nouns
have been treated as proper nouns, probably because they were not
known to the translators. A similar list is provided there for kaige-Th.
Since the translators did not know the meaning of these words, it is
conceivable that also other words may have been unknown to one or all
of the translators.
2. Contextual guesses
Since the preceding section demonstrated that several words were left
untranslated, it should not be hard to accept that in other cases the
translators resorted to contextual guesses.
a. Recurring patterns
Some Hebrew words were understandably difficult for the translators,
and if in such cases we meet different renderings in accordance with the
different contexts, it stands to reason that the translators adapted the
translation of the ‘difficult’ word to the different contexts.
A case in point is the translation of ˜wmra.3 This word, which occurs
some 30 times in the Bible, is usually translated as ‘palace.’ The word
occurs rarely in postbiblical Hebrew, and this situation may account for
the wide range of its renderings in the LXX showing that the translators
were unaware of its meaning, using the context as their guide.

3 For details on the renderings of this word, see R.P. Blake, “Khanmeti Palimpsest
Fragments of the Old Georgian Version of Jeremiah,” HTR 25 (1932) 254 ff.; P.J. Heawood,
“‘Armôn and ‘Aram,” JTS 13 (1911–12) 66–73; Seeligmann, Isaiah, 52; G.B. Caird, “Towards a
Lexicon of the Septuagint, I,” JTS 19 (1968) 460–461.
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The translation equivalents which come closest to the meaning of the
Hebrew are basivl eion (‘palace’) in Prov 18:19 and a[m fodon (literally: ‘a
block of houses surrounded by streets’) in Jer 17:27; 49:27(30:16).
At the same time, we meet the following general equivalents:
naovı (‘temple’)
Jer 30(37):18

bçy wfpçm l[ ˜wmraw
kai; oJ nao;ı kata; to; krivm a aujtou` kaqedei`tai

oi\koı (‘house’)
Isa 32:14

çfn ˜wmra

oi\k oi ejgkataleleimmevnoi
The following renderings probably reflect contextual guesses:
ejnantivon (‘opposite’)
2 Kgs 15:25 (Q) ˚lmh tyb ˜wmrab ˆwrmçb whkyw
kai; ejp avtaxen aujto;n ejn Samareiva/ ejnantivon
oi[k ou
tou` basilevwı
povl iı (‘city’)
Isa 34:13
(µyrys) hytnmra htl[w
ajnafuvsei eijı ta;ı povl eiı aujtw`n
a[ntron (‘cave’; hapax in the LXX)
1 Kgs 16:18
˚lmh tyb ˜wmra la abyw
kai; eijsporeuvetai eijı a[ntron tou` oi[k ou tou`
basilevwı
Also the following two equivalents referring to specific architectural
structures reflect such contextual guesses:
bavriı (‘tower’)
Ps 48(47):4, 14; Lam 2:5, 7; 2 Chr 36:19.
purgovbariı (‘fortified tower’?)
Ps 122(121):7
˚ytwnmrab hwlç (˚lyjb µwlç yhy)
kai; eujqhniva ejn tai`ı purgobavresivn sou
The representation of ˜wmra as ‘land’4 may reflect contextual exegesis (cf.
especially the parallel pair ˜wmra//≈ra in Mic 5:4), but the frequent
occurrence of this rendering may also indicate the existence of a lexicalexegetical tradition:
gh` (‘country’?)
Jer 9:20(21)

wnytwnmrab ab (wnynwljb twm hl[ yk)

eijsh`l qen eijı th;n gh`n uJm w`n
cwvra (‘land,’ ‘country’)
Amos 3:9
µyrxm ≈rab twnmra l[w dwdçab twnmra l[ w[ymçh
4 It is not impossible that the graphic similarity of
the present rendering.

˜wmra and hmda somehow influenced
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ajp aggeivl ate cwvraiı ejn jAssurivoiı kai; ejp i; ta;ı
cwvraı th`ı Aijguvptou
Amos 3:10

µhytwnmrab dçw smj
ajdikivan kai; talaipwrivan ejn tai`ı cwvraiı aujtw`n

Amos 3:11

˚ytwnmra wzbnw

Mic 5:4 (5)

kai; diarpaghvs ontai aiJ cw`raiv sou
wnytwnmrab ˚rdy ykw (wnxrab awby yk)
kai; o{tan ejp ibh`/ ejp i; th;n cwvran uJm w`n

This exegetical tradition differs from the equally frequently occurring
translation qemevl ia (‘foundations’) in similar contexts in the Minor
Prophets (and elsewhere): Isa 25:2; Jer 6:5; Hos 8:14; Amos 1:4, 7, 10, 12,
14; 2:2, 5.
The mere variety of the renderings, especially within one translation
unit, shows the translator’s uncertainty with regard to the meaning of
the word. Very often the different equivalents are selected on the basis of
their respective contexts:

ypv (usually taken as ‘hill’) in Jeremiah:
3:21
[mçn µyypv l[ lwq
fwnh; ejk ceilevwn hjkouvs qh
A voice was heard from lips.
(µyypv explained from hpc ‘lip’); similarly:
7:29

hnyq µypç l[ yaçw
kai; ajnavl abe ejp i; ceilevwn qrh`non

3:2

µypç l[ ˚yny[ yaç
a\ron eijı eujq ei`an tou;ı ojfqalmouvı sou
Lift your eyes to the plain (based on Aramaic,
as in Num 23:3).

12:12

µyddç wab rbdmb µypç lk l[
ejp i; pa`s an diekbolh;n ejn th``/ ejrhvm w/ h[l qosan
talaipwrou`nteı
Upon every pass(?) in the desert destroyers
came.

14:6

µypç l[ wdm[ µyarpw
o[noi a[grioi e[sthsan ejp i; navp aı
Wild asses stood on vales.

4:11

µypç jx jwr
pneu`m a planhvs ewı
... a wind of scattering.

ypv is translated as follows in Isaiah (note the parallelism):
41:18

tw[qb ... µyypç
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49:9

oJrevwn ... pedivwn
µyypç ... µykrd
oJdoi`ı ... trivboiı

The precious stone µhv is identified in different ways:
pravs inoı
savrdion
smaravgdoı
bhruvl lion
soom

Gen 2:12
Exod 25:7; 35:9
Exod 28:9; 35:27; 39:6(36:13)
Exod 28:20
1 Chr 29:2

h[wz, or its Qere form hw[z (‘horror’), poses no special problems for the
modern lexicographer, yet seems to have been difficult for the
translators:
ajnavgkh (‘punishment,’ ‘pain’?)
Jer 15:4
≈rah twklmm lkl h[wzl µyttnw
kai; paradwvs w aujtou;ı eijı ajnavgkaı pavs aiı tai`ı
basileivaiı th`ı gh`ı
diaskorpismovı (‘scattering’)
Jer 24:9
≈rah twklmm lkl h[rl h[wzl µyttnw
kai; dwvs w aujtou;ı eijı diaskorpismo;n eijı pavs aı
ta;ı basileivaı th`ı gh`ı
diasporav (‘scattering’)
Deut 28:25
≈rah twklmm lkl h[wzl tyyhw
kai; e[sh/ ejn diaspora/` ejn pavs aiı tai`ı basileiva iı
th`ı gh`ı
Jer 34(41):17

≈rah twklmm lkl h[wzl µkta yttnw
kai; dwvs w uJm a`ı eijı diaspora;n pavs aiı tai`ı
basileivaiı th`ı gh`ı

e[k stasiı (‘astonishment’)
2 Chr 29:8
hqrçlw hmçl h[wzl µntyw
kai; e[dwken aujtou;ı eijı e[kstasin kai; eijı
ajfanismo;n kai; eijı surismovn
ejlpi;ı ponhrav (‘bad expectation’)
Isa 28:19
h[wmç ˆybh h[wz qr hyhw
... e[stai ejlpi;ı ponhrav. mavq ete ajk ouvein
Also the following conjectural renderings of hjyv /hjwv (‘pit’) are based
on their respective contexts:
Ps 119(118):85

twjyv µydz yl wrk
Godless men dug pits for me.
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dihghvs antov moi paravnomoi ajdolescivaı
Transgressors told me idle talk.
Jer 18:20

yçpnl hjwv wrk

Jer 18:22

They dug a pit for my life.
sunelavlhsan rJhvm ata kata; th`ı yuch`ı mou
They spoke words against my soul.
(Q: hjwv) hjyv wrk
They dug a pit.
ejneceivrhsan lovgon
They formed a plan.

In these verses, the meaning of hjyv /hjwv was not recognized and the
word was taken as hjyc (‘conversation’). This rendering obviously
changed the meaning of the context in which the verb did not fit any
more. hrk had little to do with ‘conversation,’ and accordingly the
translators adapted the translation of the verb to their respective objects:5
dihghvs anto (‘they told’), sunelavlhsan (‘they spoke’), ejneceiv- rhsan
(‘they undertook’). Probably the relative frequency of the occur-rence of
the words influenced the translators, since hjyc together with jyc occurs
much more frequently in the Bible than hjyv . In Ps 57(56):7, however, the
translator recognized hjwv which was easily recognizable in the context.
The conjectural nature of the renderings in Jeremiah is underlined by the
fact that the same phrase was rendered differently in two adjacent verses
(18:20, 22).
b. Isolated instances
The almost identical verses Isa 18:2 and 18:7, which contain several
difficult words and forms, have been rendered in different ways,
reflecting different attempts of solving lexical problems.
MT v. 2 v. 2

la
ywg
˚çmm
frwmw
la
µ[

v. 7

MT v. 7 (when
different)

pro;ı
e[q noı
metevwron
kai; xevnon

ejk
laou`
teqlimmevnou
kai; tetilmevnou

lao;n

kai; ajp o; laou`

µ[

µ[mw

5 hrk must have been known to the translators as can be established at least in the case
of Ps 7:16; 57(56):7; 94(93):13.
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wq wq
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wazb rça
µyrhn
wxra
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kai; calepo;n
megavlou
tivı aujtou`
ajp o; tou`` nu``n
ejp evkeina
kai; eijı to;n aijw`na crovnon
e[q noı
e[q noı
ajnevlpiston
ejlpivz on
kai; katapekai; katapepathmevnon
pathmevnon
nu`n
o{ ejstin ejn mevrei
oiJ potamoi;
potamou`
th`ı gh`ı th`ı cwvraı aujtou`

In v. 2, ˚çwmm is rendered contextually by metevwron (‘haughty’), while in
v. 7 etymologically by teqlimmevnou (‘squeezed’); likewise, in v. 2, frwm is
rendered contextually by xevnoı (‘strange’), but in v. 7 etymologically by
tetilmevnou (‘peeled’). awh ˆm is taken as an interrogative pronoun in v. 2
(probably read as awh ˆm' or whnm' as in Aramaic), but as ajpo; tou` nu``n in v. 7.
Likewise, in v. 2, halhw is taken in a local sense as ejp evkeina (‘beyond’),
but in v. 7 chronologically as kai; eijı to;n aijw`na crovnon (‘and to the
eternity’). wq wq is ‘hopeless’ in v. 2 (ajnevlpiston), but ‘hopeful’ in v. 7
(ejlpivz on). wazb rça is nu`n in v. 2, but o{ ejstin ejn mevrei (‘which is in the
part’?) in v. 7 (this rendering is probably based on a separation of wazb in
two words, -b and waz, or the like, even though the nature of the second
element is not clear).
The differences between the two translations probably reflect the
translators’ hesitations rather than an attempt to distinguish artifi-cially
between two or three different peoples, for such a differentiation is not
borne out by the evidence.6
3. Contextual manipulation
In some cases the avoidance of a difficult word is subtle, and therefore
more difficult to recognize. We submit that the translators sometimes
knowingly manipulated the Hebrew consonants in order to create words
which would fit the context better than the words of their Vorlage, either
because the Vorlage was not understandable to them or because the
translator made certain adaptations in the wake of other changes or
6 V. 2 probably refers to two peoples described as e[ q noı metev wron kai; xev non lao; n kai;
calepov n and another one described as e[ qnoı aj nev l piston kai; katapepathmevnon, both
depicted in negative terms. Likewise, v. 7 probably refers to three peoples, of which the
first one is described negatively (teqlimmevnou kai; tetilmevnou), the second one positively
(megav l ou), and the third one in mixed terms (ej l pivzon kai; katapepathmevnon).
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mistranslations. Such renderings do not reflect real variants, but rather
‘pseudo-variants,’ that is, Hebrew readings which existed only in the
translator’s mind and not on parchment (see TCU, 162–171). The alleged
manipulations are based on the translators’ paleographical
understanding, for it must have been known to them that certain
Hebrew letters were graphically so similar that they were often
interchanged in Hebrew sources. Therefore a translator who could make
no sense of a word when written, let us say, with a daleth, would have
been strongly tempted to render it as if it were written with a resh. The
assumption of such paleographical manoeuvring is objectively
conditioned by the occurrence of lexical or other difficulties. Examples
have been discussed in TCU, 162–171. One such example is repeated
here, and a few are added.
Jer 31(38):8

MT

LXX

wdjy td,l,yOw“ hrh jæSepiW rWE[i µB… ≈ra ytkrym µytxbqw
hnh wbwçy lwdg lhq
And I shall gather them from the farthest
parts of the earth, among them the blind and
the lame, the pregnant woman, and the one
in labor, together, a great multitude shall
return hither.
kai; sunavxw aujtou;ı ajp j ejs cavtou th'ı gh'ı ejn
eJorth'/ fasek ˘ kai; teknopoihvsh/ o[clon polu;n
kai; ajp ostrevyousin w|de
And I shall gather them from the farthest
part of the earth at the feast of Pesach, and
you will give birth to a great multitude, and
they shall return hither
(implying: jsæP, d[e/mB]).

The Greek translator had a text in mind that differed completely from MT,
ascribing the return of the Jews from the exile to the time of Passover (cf. T to
Cant 1:1 referring to Isa 30:29). The great difference in meaning between MT and
the LXX is based on a relatively small difference in consonants and vowels. Once
the words ‘among them the blind and the lame’ (MT) had been read as ‘at the
feast of Pesach,’ the context was completely changed and the translator was
impelled, as it were, to conceive of several details in the verse in a way different
from MT. In particular, the words ‘the pregnant woman and the one in labor,
together’ (hrh wdjy td,l,yO w)“ did not suit the new context. This caused the translator
to introduce a second verb, parallel to the first one, by vocalizing T]d“læy… w“ instead of
td,l,y Ow“. Furthermore, he represented neither hrh nor wdjy . The upshot of this
maneuvering was a rendering kai; teknopoihvsh/ o[clon poluvn (and you will give
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birth to a great multitude). The translator’s Vorlage of the whole phrase was, as it
were, wbwçyw lwdg lhq T]d“læy …w“ jsæP, d[e / mB] ≈ra ytkrym µytxbqw hnh. The existence of
that reading and its vocalization must be strongly doubted.

In some cases the translators felt at liberty to manipulate the
consonantal text, disregarding prefixes and suffixes:
2 Chr 35:13

MT

LXX

twjlxbw µydwdbw twrysb wlçb
They boiled in pots, in cauldrons and in
pans.
h{yhsan ejn toi'ı calkeivoiı kai; ejn toi'ı
levbhsin ˘ kai; eujodwvqh
They boiled in the copper vessels and in the
pots, and it succeeded.

hj…l…xe (pan) of MT is a hapax legomenon, while the related tjæLæxæ occurs three times
in the Bible and tyjilox] once. The word was probably unknown to the translator,
who derived it from the verb jlx (‘to succeed’), disregarding both the internal
division of the verse and the prefix and suffix of the word (cf. Allen, Chronicles, I,
p. 61). The translation, which does not suit the context, was based on a cluster of
consonants in which the translator recognized the meaning ‘to succeed’ without
entering into details regarding the precise form of the word.

In the following examples, the translator read his Vorlage wrongly in
such a way that he introduced, as it were, linguistically incorrect forms.
We submit that these forms, too, were found only in the mind of the
translator and not in his written text.
Jer 2:20

MT
LXX

=

hnz h[;xo T]aæ
You bend like a harlot.
ejkei' diacuqhvsomai ejn th'/ porneiva/ mou
There I shall be spread abroad in my
fornication.

hnz ®h[,x;t]a,

diacuqhvsomai must probably be retroverted as ®h[,x;t]a, (presumably ejkei' was
added contextually). But one notes that the retroverted ®h[xta creates a
morphologically unlikely form (h[fxa) whose meaning is unclear. In spite of the
unlikely form, only this reconstruction seems to account for the unusual
translation.

See further Jer 6:25 analyzed in detail in TCU, 76–77.
In the following example, the translator read the consonants wrongly:
Gen 47:31
hF:Mih' çar l[ larçy wjtçyw
And Israel bowed upon the head of the bed.
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kai; prosekuvnhsen jIsrah;l ejp i; to; a[kron th`ı rJavbdou
aujtou`
And Israel bowed upon the top of his staff.
From the context it is clear that in MT a bed (mit≥t≥ah) is meant rather than a staff
(mat≥t≥eh).7 In fact, when the word occurs next in the story, the translator identified
it as ‘bed’ (48:2 klivnh). In 47:31, however, he fails to identify the word because the
text had not mentioned explicitly that Jacob was ill or in bed. Furthermore,
mat≥t≥eh occurred twice in chapter 38, so that the translator’s error is
understandable. Neither the translator nor a subsequent reviser corrected the
error.

Prov 8:1

hlwq ˆtt hnwbtw arqt hmkj alh
Does not wisdom call, does not understanding raise her

voice?
Su; th;n sofivan khruvxeiı i{na frovnhsivı soi uJp akouvsh/
You will announce wisdom in order that understanding
will obey you.
The translator wrongly took arqt as a second person masculine verb rather than
a third person feminine governed by hmkj. This understanding introduced an
unwarranted suv into the translation which changed the whole context.

4. Reliance on parallelism
Reliance on parallelism is a form of contextual translation, treated here
separately. As a rule, reliance on parallelism is a stable means of
determining the meaning of words, but the decision whether or not to
turn to parallelism remains subjective and the recognition of different
types of parallelism requires different renderings. Some of the
equivalents mentioned above reflect such a reliance: e.g. Mic 5:4
(ˆwmra//≈ra), Isa 41:18 (tw[qb//µyypç ), Isa 49:9 (µyypç //µykrd). When the
translator presumably relied on a parallel word, producing an acceptable
rendering, we cannot be certain that this was the case, as the choice of
equivalents may also have derived from his knowledge of the Hebrew
language unrelated to the context. Only when invoking the parallel word
created unusual equivalents (or different equivalents in several contexts),
can such reliance be identified with confidence.
Reliance on parallelism may take two different forms:
a. Choice of parallel Greek word
7 For a detailed analysis, see J. Barr, “Vocalization and the Analysis of Hebrew among
the Ancient Translators,” (VTSup 16; Leiden 1967) 1–11, esp. 3.
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The choice of equivalents on the basis of the parallel word has been
recognized especially in the translation of Isaiah (see Ziegler,
Untersuchungen, 9 ff).
Isa 5:11
Isa 21:4
Isa 59:10

πçnb // rqbb
to; prwi; ... to; ojyev
yqçj πçn // ybbl
hJ kardiva mou ... hJ yuchv mou
πçnk // µyrhxb
ejn meshmbriva/ ... ejn mesonuktivw/

Although the rarely occurring πçn was known to some translators, the translator
of Isaiah did not know its meaning. He used three completely different
renderings in accordance with their respective parallels. Possibly 21:4 is
irrelevant if the translation was based on a different Hebrew reading çpn
(metathesis).

In the following renderings, ≈wx[n is resolved according to the parallel
word, in 7:19 according to µy[ls and in 55:13 according to dprs.
Isa 7:19

µyxwx[nh lkbw // µy[lsh yqyqnbw
kai; ejn tai`ı trwvglaiı tw`n petrw`n kai; eijı ta; sphvl aia

Isa 55:13

sdh hl[y dprsh tjt çwrb hl[y ≈wx[nh tjt

kai; ajnti; th`ı stoibh`ı ajnabhvs etai kupavrissoı, ajnti; de;
th`ı konuvzhı ajnabhvsetai mursivnh
b. Repetition of the parallel word
More secure than the aforementioned technique was the repetition of the
parallel word when translation of a given word was difficult, for
example when the word was a hapax legomenon or rare (see Ziegler,
Untersuchungen, 20).
Jer 8:16

... lwqm ( wysws) trjn ([mçn ˆdm)
fwnh;n ... fwnh`ı
hrjn does not occur elsewhere, but the related rjn occurs also once in the Bible.
Jer 10:20

ytw[yry µyqmw (ylha dw[ hfn ˆya...wqtn) yrtym lkw (ddç ylha)

kai; pa`s ai aiJ devrreiı mou ... tovp oı tw`n devrrewvn mou
rtym occurs elsewhere 8 times.
Isa 2:16

(hdmjh) twykç (lk l[w çyçrt) twyna (lk l[w)
ploi`on ... ploivwn

twykç occurs only here.
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5. Employment of general words
Ignorance of a word is often disguised by the use of general words
which the translator considered to be somehow fitting in the context (e.g.
‘to do,’ ‘give,’ ‘arrange,’ ‘prepare’). It is not easy to prove that a given
rendering reflects such a contextual guess, but that assumption is likely
when the Hebrew word is objectively difficult. For example:
Ps 84(83):7

hrwm hf[y twkrb µg
The early rain will also cover (it) with blessings.
kai; ga;r eujlogivaı dwvs ei oJ nomoqetw`n
For the lawgiver will also give blessings.

Elsewhere the translator of the Psalms knows the meaning of the verb hf[ (in Ps
71(70):13; 109(108):19, 29, for example, where the context makes it clear that the
covering of a dress is meant, he uses peribavllomai or the like). In this verse,
however, ‘he got himself thoroughly lost,’8 for he ‘missed’ a few words in the
immediate context, and in the section quoted above he wrongly took hrwm as
‘lawgiver.’ Accordingly an etymologically correct rendering of the verb may
have been considered inappropriate by the translator. In any event, he contented
himself with a general equivalent (dwvsei - ‘he will give’).

Of special interest in this regard is the use of paraskeuavz w (‘to
prepare’) as a general equivalent in Jeremiah.9 In the first two of the
following examples, the translator must have known the Hebrew verbs,
but he probably could not locate appropriate renderings; in the next two
examples, the Hebrew verbs probably were unknown to him.
Jer 6:4

hmjlm hyl[ wçdq
Sanctify war upon her.
paraskeuavs asqe ejp jaujth;n eijı povl emon

Jer 46(26):9

bkrh wllhothw
Rage, O chariots.
paraskeuavs ate (kai; kataskeuavs ate LXXA) ta; a{rmata

Jer 12:5

µyswsh ta hrjtt ˚yaw 10
How will you complete with horses?
pw`ı paraskeuavsh/ ejf j i{ppoiı

Jer 51(28):11 µyxjh wrbh11
8 Thus Barr, Comparative Philology, 249.
9 This verb occurs five times in Jeremiah and six times elsewhere in the LXX.
10 Elsewhere the verb occurs only in Jer 22:15—also its translation there (paroxuv nh/)

should probably be regarded as a translation guess.
11 A reconstructed Vorlage wnkh is not impossible, but methodologically difficult. Ont only
is wnkh graphically remote from wrbh, but also the resemblance to the other three cases makes
the likelihood of a contextual guess greater.
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Sharpen the arrows.
paraskeuavz ete ta; toxeuvm ata
Beyond Jeremiah paraskeuavzw is also used as a general equivalent: 1 Sam 24:4;
Prov 15:18; 24:27(42); 29:5.

2 Chr 14:4
2 Chr 34:4
2 Chr 34:7

µynmjh (taw twmbh ta)
kai; ta; ei[dwla
µynmjhw (µyl[bh twjbzm)
kai; ta; uJyhlav
µynmjh lkw ... (µylsphw µyrçah ... twjbzmh)
kai; pavnta ta; uJyhlav

The meaning of µynmj (probably ‘sun pillars’ used in idolatrous worship) was
probably conjectured from the respective contexts. Elsewhere the word occurs
five times.

The translator of Psalms used taravs sw (‘to cause disorder’) for a
whole range of Hebrew verbs, the meaning of some of which may have
been unknown to him: rjs, ddn, fhl, rmj ,llj, ç[r, zgr, llç, jjç , tmx,
µ[p, çç[ (see Barr, Comparative Philology, 252).
6. Etymological renderings
a. Root-linked renderings
Many translators rendered all occurrences of a given Hebrew word,
element (e.g. preposition), root or construction as much as possible by
the same Greek equivalent ( stereotyping). It is probably true to say that
from the outset a tendency towards stereotyping was the rule rather than
the exception. The system of stereotyping was an integral part of the
translation technique and it originated from the approach that the words
of the Bible should be rendered consistently in order to remain as faithful
as possible to the source language. This type of translation created a
consistent representation of whole Hebrew word-groups (roots) with
Greek words also belonging to one word-group. While this root-linked
system had its origin in a certain conception of translation technique, it
was also used in connection with difficult words. If such a difficult word
has a recognizable Hebrew root, it was sometimes rendered by a Greek
word belonging to a Greek stem that elsewhere rendered other Hebrew
words belonging to the same word group (root). The Greek word does
not necessarily carry the same meaning as the Hebrew word, but other
words close to that Greek word are used elsewhere as renderings of
Hebrew words close to the Hebrew word under review. In our view the
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following examples show that translators sometimes resorted to rootlinked renderings when the exact meaning of the Hebrew word was not
known to them.
traçm, ‘kneading trough,’ occurs three times in the Bible. In Deut 28:5,
17 it was translated by ejgkatavl eimma, and in Exod 12:34 by fuvrama.
jEgkatavl eimma (‘remnant’) conveys no meaning which comes close to
‘kneading through’12 and it was merely chosen because the root of the
Hebrew noun, raç, was translated elsewhere by (ejg )kataleivp w.
µwqy (‘all that exists,’ ‘substance’) was translated in Gen 7:4 by
ejxanavstasiı (AM...: ajnavstema) and in Gen 7:23 by ajnavsthma. These
two words have to be taken as ‘rising,’ ‘ressurection’ and not as ‘living
being’13 and both are based on the frequent equation µwq - (ejx) anivsthmi.
In most instances, however, it is very hard to know whether an
etymological rendering reflects a concern for the consistent representation of Hebrew word groups with equivalent Greek word groups or
whether it disguises the translator’s ignorance of the exact meaning of
the word. For example, both tr[n and ajp otivnagma occur only in Judg
16:9. This rendering is obviously based on the translation of r”[n in v. 20
with ajp otinavs sw. The same verb renders r[n in Lam 2:7.
b. Etymological guesses
Reliance on etymology is a known procedure for tranlators, and such
reliance is called conjectural when the translation is based on a certain
manipulation of the consonants, sometimes involving disregard of
prefixes or suffixes. In all cases the Hebrew words involved are
understandably difficult. Several examples have been analyzed in detail
in TCU, 172–180.
Translators were often ignorant of the meaning of the words in their
Vorlage and this ignorance led to several conjectural renderings.14 In a
12 Pace LSJ, s.v. which quotes no other source for this meaning than the LXX of

Deuteronomy.
13 Pace H.S. Gehman, “Adventures in Septuagint Lexicography,” Textus 5 (1966) 129.
14 Cf. Allen, Chronicles, 59: ‘It is not difficult to perceive that now and then the translator
came across words whose meaning he did not know and could not discover. He seems to
have had three distinct methods of dealing with the situation ... The first and most common
expedient is guessword.’ Gerleman, Job, 19: ‘Cruces interpretum are often evaded by the
Greek translator by dividing the text in his own way ... he often commits mistakes in regard
to the significance of individual words and phrases’; Seeligmann, Isaiah, 56 ‘... we shall only
give a modest selection of those passages where an interpretation based on
misunderstanding let the translator to make free explanatory additions.’ Cf. also A. Bludau,
Die alexandrinische Übersetzung des Buches Daniel und ihr Verhältnis zum MT (BSac 2, 2–3;
Freiburg 1897) 87–96 (‘Falsch übersetzte Stellen’).
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world without lexica, this situation should not cause much surprise.
Only very rarely the translators were sophisticated enough to leave
words untranslated (group 1 above).
The amount of conjectural translation in the LXX is probably
relatively extensive, but the real number can never be determined.

